
Terms: Payment with order (Check, MO, VISA, MC or DIS). P&H $2.50 per order. 10-DAY 
GUARANTEE!! SEE OUR COMPLETE STOCK www.malack.com. Send SASE for snail mail price list.

STEVE MALACK
P.O. Box 5628 • ENDICOTT, NY 13763

607-862-9441 (Ph/Fax) • Steve@Malack.com
WE BUY ALL STAMPS/COINS!

ASK US ABOUT  
OUR NO INTEREST  
PAYMENT PLAN!

ALL ITEMS LISTED ARE ONE OF A KIND, so CALL IN YOUR ORDER NOW! 607-862-9441  
Items at these prices will sell quickly!! LIKE IT OR RETURN IT 10-day GUARANTEE!

VISIT OUR SECURE ONLINE  
STAMP STORE 

www.MALACK.com

UNITED STATES - Just the Beginning
 Thousands more at www.MALACK.com

5x1 VF/XF, w/PF (04/93) CERT, fresh 
color with light cancel, two small 
flaws that do not detract, 33 off 

cover stamps are known, most have 
faults, VERY NICE!  $7,250

11x4 VF/XF, w/PF (08/07) CERT, a 
four margined sound copy, fresh 

color and impression, comes with 
the piece from the cover,  the 11x4 

is one of the scarcest of the St Louis 
Bears, SUPER STAMP!  $42,500

11x5 F/VF, PF (12/08) CERT. 
 tiny faults as always on these 

desirable “St Louis Bears”, Lovely 
eye appeal, Classic!  $9,999

9x1 F/VF, fresh stamp,  
faint cancel, Nice!  $415

9x1 SUPERB to XF, Pair (rejoined), 
w/PF (11/96) CERT, four large 

margins, fresh color, SUPER!  $1,325

9x1 SUPERB, w/PF (11/96) CERT,  
top stamp from pair, four large 

margins, fresh color, GEM!  $825

9x1 VF/XF mint no gum as issued, 
NH, w/PF (11/96) CERT, four full 

margins, pos 12, SELECT!  $1,350

9x1 XF, w/PF (11/96) CERT, four 
large margins, bottom stamp,  

fresh color, SUPER!  $550

9x1a VF/XF on piece, AC connected, 
four large margins, blue cancel, 

Nice!  $675

9x1a VF/XF, Pair, AC connected, 
Position 6 -7 (7 with double 
transfer), small cover flaws,  

RARE PAIR!  $1,775

9x1b F-VF, A.C.M. with periods, blue 
line cancel, RARER TYPE!  $475

9x1b VF on cover, w/PF (03/04) 
CERT, very fresh color, nice 

markings, Choice!  $735

9x1E1a SUPERB, Dull Blue,  
Die on India,  Fresh and VERY 

SCARCE!  $900

9x1E1a SUPERB, Orange, Die on 
India, Very Fresh and RARE!  $900

9x1E1c SUPERB, Black, Die on 
Glazed Paper, a few minor toning 

spots,  SUPER RARE!  $1,375

9x1P3 SUPERB, proof on India,  
Big margins all around, SUPER 

SELECT! Rare!  $925

9x1TC2p SUPERB, Blue, trial color 
proof on Bond, Dot and Scar, RARE 

$600

9x1TC2q SUPERB, Green, trial color 
proof on Bond, Dot and Scar, RARE 

$600

9x1TC2r SUPERB, Dull Brown Red, 
trial color proof on Bond,  Dot and 
Scar, VERY FRESH and RARE  $600

9x1TC2s SUPERB, Brown, trial color 
proof on Bond, Dot and Scar,   
VERY FRESH and RARE  $600

10x1 VF Mint, no gum, nice color! $175

10x1 VF on cover, w/CROWE (06/23) 
CERT, terrific markings from the 
Clapp correspondence, #21 on 

Slater census, minor flaws,   
SUPER NICE!  $5,350

10x1, 10x2 Six different Essays, 
VERY FRESH,  assorted color papers, 

Unlisted, Rare Group!  $1,395

10x1r SUPERB mint no gum, CORNER 
MARGIN SINGLE, reprint with “N” on 

reverse, SHOWPIECE!!  $149

10x1r SUPERB mint no gum, with 
sheet margin at bottom, reprint with 

“I” on reverse, STELLAR!  $125

1 F/VF, faint blue cancel, lite bend, 
nice price!  $280

1 F/VF, red grid cancels, fresh color, 
Nice!  $365

1 F/VF+, red and pen cancels,  
minor flaw  $250

1 F-VF+, almost four full margins, 
blue cancel, light creases, nice for 

the price  $289

1 F-VF+, Pair, right stamp clipped 
into, otherwise a nice pair, nice 

cancel, Fresh  $725

1 SUPERB, fur large margins, lovely 
red cancel, SUPER NICE!  $725

1 VF pair of singles on cover, stamps 
are F/VF, fresh markings, Nice 

Cover!  $795

1 VF used, repaired, nice and 
affordable  $225

1 VF, blue and red cancels, almost 
four margins, Nice!  $350

1 VF, fainter cancel, three huge 
margins, Fresh!  $380

1 VF, lovely red cancel, nice 
stamp  $385

1 VF, sock on the nose grid  
cancel, awesome!  $399

1 VF/XF JUMBO, w/PSE (GRADED 
85 JUMBO (2006)) CERT, a super 

stamp with huge margins and parts 
of 3 stamps, This stamp looks a bit 
better then the 85 JUMBO assigned 

by the PSE, A GEM!  $725

1 VF/XF, four full margins, lovely 
shade, SUPER NICE!  $425

1 VF/XF, four full margins, part of 
stamp at right, Super!  $445

1 VF/XF, on cover, full four margins, 
lovely red New York cancel, Super 

Nice!  $395

1 VF/XF, Pair, w/PF (06/82) CERT, a 
well centered pair, lovely cancel, 

Super Nice!  $850

1 VF+ lite red cancel, very nice  $450

1 VF+, large margins, blue cancel, 
creases, nice and affordable   $225

1 XF pair of singles on cover, stamps 
are XF-SUPERB, nice four mark 

copies, blue “Philada, Pa” cancels, 
SELECT!  $1,295

1 XF, used, four full margins, very 
nice stamp, SELECT!  $325

1 XF, w/PF (05/19) and (11/03) 
CERTS, large margins, two  
super big, SUPER!  $725

1 XF, w/PSE (10/95) CERT, lovely 
socked on the nose, blue circled 5 

cancel, Fresh Stamp!  $699

1 XF, w/PSE (GRADED 90 (11/20)) 
and PF (02/01) CERTS, PF certificate 

says “Red-Orange” Cancel, 
SELECT!  $775

1 XF-SUPERB, four large margins, 
blue cancel, SUPER!  $725

1 XF-SUPERB, w/PSAG (GRADED 95 
(11/20) CERT, lovely blue grid cancel, 

SELECT!  $1,775

1a  and 15L17, on Blood’s cover, 
1a is SUPERB with four large 

margins, 15L17 is tied and is VF, 
OUTSTANDING!  $1,999

1a VF, blackish brown shade, blue 
grid cancel, CHOICE!  $799

1b VF, Pair, w/PF (06/10) CERT, a 
super pair with a lovely red cancel, 

SUPER COLOR!  $1,650

1b XF-SUPERB, w/PSAG (GRADED 
95 (12/20) CERT, large margins all 
around, faint red cancel, CHOICE 

GEM!  $3,650

1TC1a SUPERB, brown red,  
proof on India, SUPER SCARCE  
TRAIL COLOR PROOF!  $1,100

1TC2h VF/XF Trail Color proof,  very 
fresh color and very RARE!  $575

2 F/VF, on cover, bold color, 
“Toledo Jany 22, 1848”,  three 

large margins, the earliest known 
of the four covers in Alexander 

census  $850

2 F/VF, sheet margin single tied to St 
Louis cover, nice item   $11,758

2 SUPERB on cover, w/PF (01/84) 
CERT, stamp has four large margins, 

red tied cancel, slight toning at 
bottom, A SUPER COVER!  $1,325

2 VF on front of cover, w/PF (11/10) 
CERT, lovely red cancel, Super 

fresh  $1,125

2 VF, fancy pen cancel, rich color, 
nice price!  $695

2 VF, four full margins, faintly 
canceled, sealed tear, Affordable! $775

2 VF/XF on cover, lovely red cancels,  
VERY NICE!  $1,250

2 VF/XF, Hairlip, appears mint, w/PF 
(01/17) CERT, cleaned cancel, SUPER 

LOOKING! Used $3500.00  $1,999

2 VF/XF, on cover, fresh cover, nice 
markings to Pittsburg, Pa, Fresh! $1,235

2 VF/XF, w/PF (01/21) CERT, a super 
nice, four margin stamp, fresh, 

SELECT!  $1,475

2 VF/XF, w/PF (03/04) CERT, three 
huge margins, nice red cancel, 

SUPER NICE!  $1,475

2 VF/XF, w/PF (10/91) CERT, very thin 
“strong bluish” paper, unlisted in 

Scott’s, Ex Gross  $1,525

2 VF+, on piece, tied by blue 
Philadeliphia Pa cancel, super nice, 

Fresh!  $1,150

2 XF on cover, well centered stamp, 
fresh colors and clear margins,  

NICE!  $1,175

2 XF, w/PF (03/13) and (02/84) 
CERTS, two jumbo margins, beautiful 

red cancel, SELECT!  $1,450

2 XF, w/PF (05/77) CERT, large 
margins, red cancel, SUPER FRESH!   

$1,499

2TC1a SUPERB, orange vermillion, 
proof on India, SUPER SCARCE! 

$1,100

3 SUPERB mint NH, w/PF (10/02) 
CERT, NGAI, four full margins, 

SUPER!  $1,450

3 SUPERB NGAI NH, large even 
margins, super fresh color,   
STELLAR STAMP!  $1,335

3P3 SUPERB, proof on India, large 
margins and super fresh, GEM!  $400

3P4 - 4P4 SUPERB, proof on 
card, large margins, fresh color, 

SHOWPIECE!  $825


